“color,” complete with the conventional up-heat epilogue. This will disappoint seekers of the truth, though the book does get a relatively new topic off and running.

Peter Bailey
University of Manitoba


Black Leaders: Texans for Their Times makes a valuable contribution to the limited but growing body of scholarly works on the Afro-Texan experience. A wide-ranging collection of nine essays, this volume focuses on the responses and reactions of specific individuals in specific settings in specific eras of history.

Adopting a broad thematic and time perspective, the authors have researched a variety of subjects that reveal the social fabric of Texas. Their methodology is equally diverse since they employ a broad spectrum of sources. These studies are also valuable in suggesting exciting new areas of research as they add new insights about black Texans and their times. In the words of the editors, “most of the [individuals] selected for inclusion have not been subjects of earlier biographical studies.”

These essays vary considerably in comprehensiveness and quality, though none are without value. Three stand above the rest. Ann P. Malone’s “Matt Gaines: A Reconstruction Politician” is excellent. Through meticulous research, Malone has shown that Gaines’s rapid rise from slavery to the Texas Senate proved him to be the antithesis of the lackadaisical, deferential, and uninformed black legislator of Reconstruction mythology. Two other stimulating essays discuss a much neglected field—the black college educator. George Woolfolk’s “W. R. Banks: Public College Educator” asks how a leader like Banks controlled the fate of a black institution when the power structure controlled the purse strings. In Woolfolk’s opinion, Banks’s era was not one of activism versus accommodation, but rather one when black leaders played power broker, skillfully maneuvering between supervisors and inferiors.

Historians have begun to unravel the histories of black male college presidents, but the time is overdue for a similar analysis of black female presidents. Michael Heintze and Olive Brown make an attempt to do that in “Mary Branch: The Private College Educator.” Their discussion not only projects new light on the black woman who presides over a private college, but also helps one to adopt a more sensitive interpretation of the leader and her times.

The other essays stand somewhere below those three, but all compel attention. Victor Treat cogently discusses William Goyen, a free black, in a dual role as diplomat and entrepreneur among Mexicans, Spaniards, and Indians. Bruce Glasrud portrays William M. McDonald as a “powerful force in many black organizations particularly the fraternal groups which he used as a base for both political advancement and economic advantage.” Michael Gillette places Heman Sweatt at the vanguard of the civil rights struggle in the 1940s and 1950s. Frank Wardlaw depicts John Biggers as an artist who looked to Africa for inspiration while at the same time exploring the deeply native black American scenes.

Paul Lack’s “Dave: A Rebellious Slave” is the most provocative essay in the collection. Lack takes the position that Dave, a notorious thief, accepted his oppression while rejecting slavery as an ideal. Yet there was no analysis of whether Dave’s action epitomizes the collective thinking of the slave community. The author makes his assertion “in spite of the vast gaps in biographical data or a complete absence of material left by the [slave] himself.” The description of Dave as an urban slave, unlike the majority of Texas slaves, also raises the question of the definition of a black leader.

This book is worthy of attention and constitutes a valuable tool for scholars. It further serves as introduction to primary sources. To their credit, the contributors of this collection recognize that black Texans have a unique character deserving of a special study.

Merline Pitre
Texas Southern University

Freedom’s Shore: Tunis Campbell and the Georgia Freedmen. By Russell Duncan.
In the revolution that has occurred in Afro-American historiography in recent years, Reconstruction has received its share of attention. For students of Georgia, insightful books by Charles L. Flynn, Jr. (White Land, Black Labor, 1983) and Edmund Drago (Black Politicians and Reconstruction in Georgia, 1982) and articles by Joseph Reidy have contributed to our understanding of those crucial years. All those works have touched on the life and work of Tunis G. Campbell, abolitionist, minister, politician and organizer of freedmen, who contributed in important ways to shaping the life and politics of the post-Civil War rice coast.

Russell Duncan has taken this historiography a step further in writing of Campbell's career. Although not billed as a biography, this nevertheless is one. Given the relative absence of sources, the author had to rely on discussions of context to explain the life of his central figure. The result is more a work of biography than a history of the freedmen's experience in coastal Georgia.

For source materials the author has used the few extant records on the life of Campbell as well as the records of the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands and of the American Missionary Society, local court and political records, and the federal census. The bibliography itself is an important contribution to historians' need for the use of eclectic sources.

Short chapters relate Campbell's prewar odyssey as colonizationist, abolitionist, and black rights advocate. His wartime experience at Port Royal is mentioned and his more important efforts along the Georgia coast at BelleVille on St. Catherines Island. There Campbell fostered ideas of black independence and, for a time, helped develop autonomous black communities on the sea island. After the return of St. Catherines to planter ownership, Campbell's efforts became those of the more conventional politician, and for several years he controlled the political life of Darien in McIntosh County. Black representatives were elected to the Georgia legislature. Campbell was eventually arrested for some of his political activities and sentenced to serve under Georgia's postwar convict-lease system. He labored nearly a year on a Washington County (central Georgia) plantation for which the plantation owner paid the princely sum of $8.25. Appeals for Campbell's release were heard from the beginning and emanated from prominent black, as well as a few white, leaders of the state. Although Georgians resented Campbell's outsider status (he was from New Jersey) and his persistence in organizing black communities and politics, they nevertheless had a grudging admiration for his talents. After his release from the convict lease, Campbell went to Washington, D.C., returning only briefly to McIntosh County in the early 1880s. He left the state again and died in relative obscurity in Boston in 1891 at the age of seventy-eight.

Campbell's life was atypical. His experience, his efforts to develop a black consciousness deserve deeper biographical treatment. Yet available source material may not lend itself to much more than Professor Duncan has given us. At the same time, the author promised to tell us more about Georgia's freedmen. Evidence on the freedmen's experience does abound, and the lives of the freedmen in the Sea Islands or in Darien could be rendered much more richly. Duncan demonstrates familiarity with both primary and secondary material that would have enabled him to present a more detailed, and perhaps more useful, context for the biography of Tunis Campbell. Thus, although the book is not entirely what was promised, it serves the purpose of tracing the life of Tunis Campbell. For that it deserves readership and a place on library shelves. The book does not do much more, but with the availability of such works as Flynn's, Leon F. Litwack's Been in the Storm So Long (1979), and Eric Foner's Nothing But Freedom (1983), that might not be a major shortcoming.

Thomas F. Armstrong
Georgia College